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Effetti dei dispositivi medici ad elevata tecnologia NEXUS-ES® sui segni 

dell'infiammazione 
W. AMIGHETTI 

 

EFFECTS OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY MEDICAL SYSTEMS NEXUS-ES® ON 

INFLAMMATIO SIGNS 

Heat has always been considered as a typical sign of inflammation process. The study 

objective is to verify whether electromagnetic fields produced by a special, registered fiber, 

enriched with extremely light, noble metals with conductive propriety could reduce the 

inflammation measured by thermography. 

Forty-five patients, attending at the same rehabilitation center for different causes 

(anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction, epicondylitis, brachial neuralgia) have been 

enrolled in the study. They performed one initial thermography and the second thermography 

after they were wearing for 30' a medical system NEXUS-ES®. In all groups both the average 

and the maximum values are significantly lower after the use of the medical system NEXUS-

ES®. (P<O.OOOl). In the total sample the average value pre was 33,3° and the average value 

post was 30.7°, with a decrease of -2.6. The width of the differences is variable in the three 

groups: higher in the anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction group, and lower in the 

epicondylitis group. No adverse events have been reported in the course of the study. 

Data collected are preliminary and registered after a minimum time of exposure, but it is 

possible to affirm that thermographies show, in different osteoarticular pathologies, a 

decrease in local inflammation with NEXUS-ES® medical system. 
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Apartire the first decades dopa Christ, with the publication of De medicine Aulus Cornelio 

Celso, the heat, by the redness, the swelling and pain, and was universally recognized as one 

of the signs / symptoms dell'infiarnrnazione. Since it is derived cia over the years trying to 

counter [ 'infiarnrnazione fighting the heat and to use the heat detection diagnostic work. 

The man and a omeotermico be, that tends to maintain a constant endogenous temperature, 

regardless of the environmental condition in which it is located. Basic identifies commonly 

around 37 ° C, the normal temperature defined, rna deviation of ± 10 O, 2 ° C falls within a 

tolerance range accepted. The endogenous temperature range to which the body and able to 

cope abuts on an increase of 5 ° C and a maximum decrease of 8 ° C with respect to the 

standard parameters. II base reference parameter is not a constant 

in the space of twenty-four hours the thermal curvature has a continuous fluctuation 

depending on the time in which it is recorded with a minimum value between Ie 3 Ie and 4 in 

the morning and the maximum value between 18 Ie and 20 Ie. 

   The thermal variation, then knows phases of deviation from its optimal references 

parameters, depending on the situation in which it is detected. They affect the same digestive 

processes, the physical activity and especially the hormonal alteration. 

   The human body produces heat which - for most - is dispersed into the environment through 

the skin; in body regions where there are some pathological processes there is an increase in 

the production of heat detectable through thermography. With the term of infrared 

thermography it is meant, in accordance with the Terminology Commission of the European 

Thermographic Association (978), "the registration of the temperature of a body using the  

measurement of radiation in the infrared emitted from the surface of the body itself in the 

field of variation of the wavelengths in the range of 0.8] .lm and 1 mm ". 

   Over time there have developed different types of thermography (0 digital infrared thermal 

imaging, DITI): 

 - thermography contact liquid crystal in which liquid crystals in the form of plates, placed in 
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contact of the area's skin where it is suspected a disease capable of increasing the production 

of heat, change their spatial arrangement as a function of skin temperature, assuming different 

colors. 

- thermography "computer assisted", 0 canvases thermography in which a special plate 0 a 

detection camera sends to a computer Ie different temperatures recorded on the skin surface 

analyzed, the depth of subcutaneous and detection corresponding to a few microns. The 

image provided by the computer and derived from processing of data received provides a 

color image corresponding to the different gradations 

thermal. 

   Since the late '50s the introduction of thermal imaging in medicine 1, 2 has created high 

expectations for being a painless examination, repeatable and easy to perform and 

thermography was applied in multiple clinical settings. Since 1973, the use of thermography 

and was extended to neuromuscular diseases, with areas of hyperthermia in inflammatory 

foci. 

   Over time you were raised perplexity especially on the sensitivity / specificity of 

thermography. Surely the field of bone and joint diseases and one of those where 

thermography, continues to play a role, at 3.4 years away. 

   the importance of standardizing Ie environmental conditions To increase the reproducibility 

of the investigations and teletermografiche been established during 5-7 thermography: The 

patient must be in a constant lighting environment, with temperature between 20 ° and 24 ° C, 

with humidity relative between 35% and 60%. 11 patient must ensure that before the 

detection has not taken drugs, not being exposed to the sun 0 to tanning lamps, has not carried 

out intense physical activity. The thermography must be carried out after detecting an oral 

temperature (which must not exceed 37.5 ° C) and the cutaneous surface to be analyzed must 

be exposed directly to air for about 15 minutes. 

   In the '80s, in Japan, in the field of aerospace research and a very light fiber was developed 

particular characteristics: Alia 300 ° temperature were melted polyester filaments of defined 

length of noble metals. 

   Today we have a special patented textile fiber NEXUS-ES® that in its intimate mixture 

contains molecules of metals, ductile, lightweight, durable and highly conductive as Platinum, 

Titanium and Aluminum. The heating of the fiber which is obtained, for example through the 

heat transmitted by the human body, makes S1 that the electrons excite, going from low 

energy to high energy stadiums stadiums and thus creating a flow of electrons that passes 

through the metals. The frequency of oscillation of electrons and determined by the length of 

the micro metallic filaments which in the NEXUS-ES® fiber corresponds to a wavelength in 

the range between 4 and 14 pm. The emission of infrared electromagnetic radiation having 

the same wavelength of water molecules (4-14 pm) due to the vibrational and rotational 

excitation of water molecules: the negative charge of the water and forced in the direction of 

the field electric, while the positive charge (hydrogen) and forced in the opposite direction. 

The water molecule has a structure that resembles a means tetrahedron, since the bonds 

between hydrogen and oxygen are polar covalent; from the part of the oxygen and the 

localized negative charge and part of the hydrogen from the positive charge 8. Since the angle 

between hydrogen and oxygen measuring 105 °, the water from the electrical point of view it 

behaves like a dipole, with a distribution a positive charge on one side and negative on the 

other. The moIecole of water for their particular shape and electric charge are bound together 

by hydrogen bridges and form large chains consisting of hundreds of molecules, creating an 

irregular lattice of tetrahedral shapes 

fastened. Each water molecule and capable of forming four hydrogen bonds with neighboring 

molecules Ie, in each of which a proton (H +) and directed towards the electronegative zone 

of the oxygen atom; so each water molecule behaves as a proton donor towards the other two, 

while it becomes proton acceptor by two other protons and shared between two oxygen atoms 

they are in constant "movement", in continuous oscillation between the two atoms. 

These interactions are the "hooks" that combine Ie nearby water molecules and Ie bind, 

forming of special macromolecules said cluster, hollow formations with a network 

arrangement, folded around an internal niche. The water molecules organized in clusters 
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aggregate into coherent groups of said molecules "sets 0 coherence domains", which oscillate 

all together in phase and with a well-defined frequency. 

When a molecule is dissolved 0 immersed in water, the chemical and physical structure of 

water is changed, depending on the properties of the new molecule; at the interface between 

macromolecules and solvent occur reorganizations of the water structure, which assumes 

entirely new configurations. 

According to some studies, many enzymes, which are considered dissolved in the cytoplasm, 

in reality would be weakly associated with the surfaces of fibers or membranes for the 

interaction with the nearby water, COSL that many metabolic processes would take place in 

conditions of organization rather than in the mud chaotic dell 'free water 9. Alia body 

temperature, about il40% of the water body is organized in coherent sets; the clusters are 

sufficiently stable over time, at the center of these "cages", at the point recognized minimum 

energy and therefore of maximum stability, we can assume imprisoned most solutio Since 

tissue point of view the first negative effect is represented by the fact that the elements 

present in the clusters remain "hidden" and therefore cannot be expelled as waste will be used 

by the cell as a nutrient. 

The second effect, and due to steric encumbrance of the clusters that can occlude the 

cytoplasmic channels used to "exchange doors" of the cell membrane, preventing 10 

exchange of ions and electric charges, in fact altering the bioelectric cellular function. Finally, 

the formation of clusters or excessive water polymerization, produce an increase in volume of 

the same, causing a lower adhesion of the interstitial fluid to the cytoplasmic membrane with 

the consequence of a lower Ca ++ transport within the cell. 

From the clinical point of view in areas affected by trauma from 0 lymphatic stagnation, the 

presence of areas with a high activity of ion exchange and of inflammatory mediators can 

lead to an increased formation of clusters. Reduce clusters puc> then lead to circulatory and 

metabolic order benefits, contributing to the health recovery. 

   When Ie water molecules undergo the vibrational and rotational excitation breaks the 

cluster (Figure 1), COSL favoring a greater exchange of water between Ie cell membranes 

and the interstice, Ie metabolic wastes become immediately transportable outside and Ie 

substances nutrients available, with an improvement in the permeability of the cell membrane, 

the microcirculation and oxygen exchange. 

   The purpose of this preliminary observation is to verify how Ie properties of NEXUS-ES® 

fabric can improve inflammatory osteoarticular paintings, by modifying the feedback 

thermographic canvases. 

Materials and methods 
Quarntacinque patients, who are experts at 

10 the same center of physical therapy, 

were enrolled in the study after signing the 

informed consent. Patients were of both 

sexes, aged between 16 and 65 years, 

without concornitanti diseases. The study 

esvolto in compliance with current 

regulations and ethical requirements. 

Patients were divided into three groups 

based on the diagnosed disease: 

- EPI group (N = 19) suffering from epicondylitis 

- LCA group (N = 16) patients with anterior cruciate ligament injury 

- CER Group (N = 10) suffering from cervicobrachialgia 

the model S280 OVERLOAD, Ie whose main technical characteristics For the execution of 

thermography has been used are: - Thermal resolution = 0.10 ° Calla full 50Hz 

- Acquisition frequency image = 50 Hz without interfacing 

- measurement temperature range = -20 ° C to + 100 ° C 

- Correction Parameters = remissività variable from 0.1 to 1.0 at room temperature 

To acquire thermographic paintings, it has been established, a data storage protocol that 

would take into account: 
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- the temperature of the environment where the tests were conducted (all the tests were 

carried out in a closed environment); 22 ° C ± 0.1 ° C 

- relative urnidita: 49 ± 1% 

- ventilation: 0.3 ± 0.2 m / s 

- acclimatization time: 15 ' 

- distance interposed between the subject and analyzed detector instrument 10: 1 ± 0.1 m. 

   Adherence of these parameters and of a pause interval between a test and the other 

with a new acclimatization time is reconciliation with the primary parameters is essential 

Ie to be able to maintain the same evaluation conditions in all the tests and allow to assemble 

two 0 pili test and verify the actual detected deviations. 

For each patient, three surveys were carried out: 

- front detection, and lateromedial laterolateral in cases of epicondylitis and the anterior 

cruciate ligament injury;. - Central detection, side left and right side for patients 

cervicobrachialgia. 

   After Ie initial detections patients have worn NEXUS-ES® medical devices commercially 

available, made with Nexus 92% fiber and 8% Elastane, provided 

in three sizes (M, L, XL); elbow in the cases of patients suffering from epicondylitis, knee 

in patients with ACL injury, collar in patients with cervicobrachialgia. 

Patients wore medical devices for almena 30 ', after which they were 

Ie repeated three initial surveys. 

   The data before and after the use of medical devices were evaluated with Student's t-test for 

paired data to a queue. 

The goal of the study was to demonstrate that the use of  NEXUS-ES® fiber reduces the heat 

level at thermography. 
The total sample data show an average value equal to 33.3 ° pre and post an average value 

equal to 30, r, with a decrease of -2.6. In the three groups the magnitude of the differences 

and variable: from 31.8 ° to 29.9 ° in the EPI group (-1.9), from 34.6 ° to 30.3 ° in the LCA 

group (-4.3) , from 33.3 ° to 30.7 ° (-2.6) in the CER group (Figure 2). 

Complete data are shown in Table II. 

During the study they were not recorded it reported adverse events. 

 

Results 
   All 45 patients enrolled have followed the protocol, were analyzed; there were no 

deviations of the Protocol. 

 

   The demographic characteristics of the total sample and of the three groups are reported in 

The deviation of massirni values compared to the average values of the three surveys carried 

out for each patient oscillates between +0.1 and 0.2 in the different groups, confirming the 

reliability of detection. In all three groups the average values of the three measurements and 

the maximum values are all significantly lower (P <O, oool) after application of medical 

devices NEXUS-ES
®
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 Discussion 
Moving on to analyze the data 

obtained by the thermographic tele 

detections appears 

a noticeable decrease in temperature 

following the application values for 

minimum 30 'of NEXUS-ES® 

medical devices. The decrease is 

statistically significant (P <O, oool) 

both in the total sample and in the 

different groups of patients and 

whether one considers the average 

value of the three detections whether 

one considers the comparison between 

the maximum values (Figures 3-5). 

 

 

    

Figure 3. - Picture teletermografica an operated knee reconstruction of LeA. From the top 

down assessment on the frontal plane, the medial sagittal and popliteal fossa.. 

For each evaluation three temperature measurements were carried out. 

 Alia The basic mechanism of the measured results and due to the issue, as part of the fabric 

Nexus, infrared between 4 and 14} .lm, and then the effect anti clusters which facilitates the 

increase of exchange and oxygenation at the tissue level increasing the elirninazione of 

inflammatory mediators. 

   One for thought stems from the breadth of dirninuzioni in the three different groups of 

patients. The magnitude of the decrease and greater in the LCA group, intermediate in the 

CER and minor group in the EPI group. One hypothesis could be that if and increased 
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vascularity immediate pili appears the effect of reducing inflammation by NEXUS-ES® 

medical devices. Massirna maximum vascularity and facilitates the exchange of substances in 

the knee, while the tendon insertion, in this case, insertion of the extensor tendons of the wrist 

and fingers nell'epicondilite, it proves to be a critical area for vascular exchanges. 

  

 
 

Conclusions. 
The evaluation of data collected in the total sample allows to state that the 

thermographic pictures show a decrease local inflammation after application of the medical 

device NEXUS-ES®. 

The data collected in this study are preliminary and particularly describing the effect 

Following the minimum time of application of the device; must therefore necessarily be 

confirmed by the analysis of a pili vast number of cases, however rna in our opinion represent 

a significant local representation of the effect on the Nexus fiber inflammatory mechanisms in 

different osteoarticular pathologies. 

 

Summary 

Since the heat is always been considered one of the pili obvious signs of an inflammatory 

condition. 

The aim of this study is to verify whether the application of electromagnetic fields through 

the use of medical devices produced using a special patented textile fiber that contains noble 

metals molecules, light, and highly conductive media can reduce inflammation measured by 

thermography. Forty-five patients, who are experts at 10 the same center of physical therapy, 

were enrolled in the study. They were divided into three groups on the basis of the diagnosed 

disease (epicondylitis, the anterior cruciate ligament injury, cervicobrachialgia) and were 

subjected to an initial thermography and after wearing for 30'un medical device NEXUS-

ES®. In all three groups the average values of three surveys and maximum values are all 

significantly lower (P <O, oool) after application of NEXUS-ES® medical devices. The total 

sample data show an average value equal to 33.3 ° pre and post an average value equal to 30.7 

°, with a decrease of -2.6. In the three groups the amplitude of the differences is variable: 

greater in the reconstruction operated group anterior cruciate dellegamento, intermediate in 

the affected group from cervicobrachialgia and lower in the group from affection 

epicondylitis. No adverse events were observed during the study. The evaluation of the data 

collected in the total sample, and preliminary ancorche obtained after a minimum time of 

application, allows to state that the thermographic pictures show a decrease local 

inflammation after application of medical device EXUS-ES® in different osteoarticular 

pathologies. 

Keywords: Inflammation - Electromagnetic fields - Ligament corciato front - Thermography 

- Rehabilitation. 
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